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Topics in Mathematical Analysis (Series on Analysis, Applications and Computation)World Scientific Publishing, 2008
This volume consists of a series of lecture notes on mathematical analysis. The contributors have been selected on the basis of both their outstanding scientific level and their clarity of exposition. Thus, the present collection is particularly suited to young researchers and graduate students. Through this volume, the editors intend to provide...

		

Invariant Algebras And Geometric ReasoningWorld Scientific Publishing, 2008
The demand for more reliable geometric computing in robotics, computer vision and graphics has revitalized many venerable algebraic subjects in mathematics among them, Grassmann Cayley algebra and Geometric Algebra. Nowadays, they are used as powerful languages for projective, Euclidean and other classical geometries.
 This book contains the...


		

Particle Physics on the Eve of LHC: Proceedings of the Thirteenth Lomonosov Conference on Elementary Particle PhysicsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2009
This proceedings volume is devoted to a wide variety of items, both in theory and experiment, of particle physics such as tests of the Standard Model and beyond, physics at the future accelerators, neutrino and astroparticle physics, heavy quark physics, non-perturbative QCD, quantum gravity effects and cosmology. It is important that the papers in...





		

An Introduction To Black Holes, Information And The String Theory Revolution: The Holographic UniverseWorld Scientific Publishing, 2004
.,." This well-planned, stimulating and sometimes provocative book can be enthusiastically recommended.?    

       Over the last decade the physics of black holes has been revolutionized by developments that grew out of Jacob Bekenstein s realization that black holes have entropy. Stephen Hawking raised profound issues concerning...

		

Principles Of Radiation Interaction In Matter And DetectionWorld Scientific Publishing, 2004
Data analysis and instrumentation applications require an excellent knowledge of the interactions between radiation and matter, radiation and particle detectors, the principles and conditions of detector operation, as well as the limitations and advantages. This book provides abundant information about the energy deposition in detecting systems,...

		

Advances in Mobile Robotics: Proceedings of the Eleventh International Conference on Climbing and Walking Robots and the Support TechnologiesWorld Scientific Publishing, 2008
This book provides state-of-the-art scientific and engineering research findings and developments in the area of mobile robotics and associated support technologies. It contains peer-reviewed articles presented at the CLAWAR 2008 conference. Robots are no longer confined to industrial manufacturing environments; rather, a great deal of interest is...





		

Supermanifolds: Theory and ApplicationsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2007
A book written in a relaxed and friendly manner, that moreover, tries to appeal to both, physicists and mathematicians, by using their specific parlance at various parts. As already said, a concise, but at the same time reasonably complete, exposition of the basics of supermanifold theory. A concise but up-to-date account of some of the main...

		

Universal Mandelbrot Set: Beginning of the StoryWorld Scientific Publishing, 2006
This book is devoted to the structure of Mandelbrot set - a remarkable and important personage of the modern theoretical physics, related to chaos and fractals and simultaneously to analytical functions, Riemann surfaces and phase transitions. This makes Mandelbrot set one of the bridges connecting the worlds of chaos and order (integrability). At...

		

Geometry of Hessian StructuresWorld Scientific Publishing, 2007
The book is a good, well-written overview of Hessian structures from the point of view of classical differential geometry. -- Mathematical Reviews    

       The geometry of Hessian structures is a fascinating emerging field of research connected with many important pure mathematical branches such as affine differential...





		

An Introduction To Optoelectronic Sensors (Series in Optics and Photonics)World Scientific Publishing, 2009
This invaluable book offers a comprehensive overview of the technologies and  applications of optoelectronic sensors. Based on the R&D experience of more  than 70 engineers and scientists, highly representative of the Italian  academic and industrial community in this area, this book provides a broad and  accurate description of the...

		

Introduction to 2-Spinors in General RelativityWorld Scientific Publishing, 2003
... useful for those who are working with the two-spinor formalism and/or are interested in the Lanczos theory. -- General Relativity and Gravitation

This book deals with 2-spinors in general relativity,  beginning by developing spinors in a geometrical way rather than using  representation theory, which can be a little...

		

Web Document Analysis: Challenges and OpportunitiesWorld Scientific Publishing, 2004
This book provides the first comprehensive look at the emerging field of web document analysis. It sets the scene in this new field by combining state-of-the-art reviews of challenges and opportunities with research papers by leading researchers. Readers will find in-depth discussions on the many diverse and interdisciplinary areas within the...
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